12/15/2014

**UA hospital opens new burn treatment room**
- Bellingham Herald
- Bradenton.com
- CT Post
- Gazette Online
- Herald Online
- modbee.com
- KNXV-TV
- KSWT-TV
- PendletonTimesPost.com
- Sacramento Bee
- Tampa Tribune Online
- Tri-City Herald
- Tucson News Now

12/15/2014

**Phoenix Biomedical Campus creating plenty of jobs, revenue in Valley**
- KTAR.com

12/14/2014

**Tranplants down at the University of Arizona** (University of Arizona Medical Center)
- Arizona Daily Star

12/14/2014

**Universal Motorcycle Helmet Laws Better Than Age Limits** (Kathryn Anderson, MD, a resident at the University of Arizona College of Medicine in Tucson)
- Iron Horse Helmets

12/13/2014

**Lawsuit: Controversy destroyed ex-UA surgeon’s reputation** (University of Arizona Health Network)
- Arizona Daily Star

12/11/2014

**Economic Impact of Downtown Phoenix UA Campus Hits $961 Million** (UA College of Medicine – Phoenix; UA Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health; UA College of Nursing, UA College of Pharmacy, UA Cancer Center)
- AZ Business Magazine
- Yumanewsnow

12/08/2014

**CEO leads Banner Health through healthcare ‘re-invention’** (University of Arizona Health Network)
- AZ Business Magazine